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Which Tree Brother: there’s this place I visit; while I’m homeless at 

least, 
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tag[s]: actual identity investigations, image reporting, … , planetary sights on Earth , this time for The 

Death Project, too; real estate scams  

 

1. The obvious; of course if you appear in one of these things; it may not be that you definitely 

knew it was happening; or for other noble-like reasons; but in any case: to find out; this way 

may not be so pleasant … who was it that portrayed this picture ; like something in the movies: 

experience edifier: when my brother was missing in-action: p: images appeared with him 

digitally “enhanced” rather un-enhanced in compromising relationships that he never was in; 

and-or was never assigned to in operative statusi. theme: which brother. In his case, from the 

images it was obvious that he wasn’t actually in sic. images that way; from the angles and 

glances and alignment of the images; like for example, look at the alignment of this tree to the 
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top of the building and compared with uh other trees; it’s as if on the, or rather on another 

planet the tree?  

 

theme: which tree?  
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2. Controlling the future to what is supposed to be [uh, edified through patrol] from the past? 

Even with digital enhancement of light shadowing it looks like the original is in the ‘50s from 

light overshadowing … which region in the uh, ‘50s circa ‘50s ; believe it or not to me the 

situation despite being covered up looks archaic cited: Amish; and not current Amish; so which 

‘50s uh if only you could un-enhance the image to really see:  

theme: the truth true/through actual patrol 
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3. Yearbook Investigations: From a brief glance at the yearbook beginning signatures: Either main 

character/non-fictional? protagonist does not have many close friends; or the close friends did 

not sign the yearbook in these early pages:  

From what I can read with diminished eyesight,  

 

Cues to look for: despite name is the gender verified? through signatures, what is verified for 

darn sure: 

Main character/protagonist is in-has completed junior year of “high school” and is headed 

toward senior year, 

 

Here’s an example: 

cited: site as accessed on 51318 
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Then, as a comparison another person’s segment: 

Is more about “luck”; but I won’t the pictures include.  

In this case, … 

 


